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ABSTRACT

We argue tha t ex terna l gauge f ie lds coupled in a gauge-invariant

way to both the 'bosonic and supersymmetric two-dimensional non- l inear

d-models acquire a dynamical mass term whenever the t a rge t space i s

r e s t r i c t e d to be a group manifold.
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Among the t w o - d i m e n s i o n a l f i e l d t h e o r i e s , t lie non-Li n e a r

n-inodels exhibit many properties of particular relevance. Resides

their renormalizability (1,2) , the common features they share

with four-dimensional Yang-Mills theories and the geometric

structure which underlies their formulation, have driven a great

deal of interest in their study. The supersymmetrization of.

these models has also been contemplated 13,4] and the remarkable

connection they establish between extended supersymnietry and

complex manifold theory [Si has been a decisive clue in the

demonstration of the all-order finiteness of the N=4 model 16).

Most recently, their interesting connection to string-- -.

dynamics has been established and exploited in a series of

works [ 7] .

Another interesting aspect of the non-linear o-models

is their coupling to gauge fields. For those models defined on

a coset space G/H, the minimal coupling to the Yang-Mills fields

is achieved by gauging the l i t t l e group H or even the full

isometry group G [4].

In this le t te r , we shall devote our attention to the

investigation of some of the implications arising from the

minimal coupling of a purely bosonic (or supersymmetric) q-model

to external gauge fields.

As custumarily done, we make use of the background-field

method and consider the minimally coupled o-model propagating

on a curved background. A surprising implication is that when

the background,'is chosen to be a group manifold, the external

two-dimensional gauge field acquires a dynamical mass, as i t can

be deduced from the analyzis of the one-loop corrected effective

action. Our purpose in this le t te r is to present the technical
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details in order to explain how this fact comes about.

The gauge-invariant bosonic non-linear a-model defined

on a symmetric space G/H is given by the action [4 1 :

S = 1 Jd=x g.-^IV^vV, :n

where

• (2)

ia
(<M is a Killing vector of the target space manifold whose

metric tensor is given byg^-(<fi), A (x) is the external gauge

field and e is the gauge coupling parameter. The index a labels

the adjoint representation of the isometry group G.

The geometrical properties of symmetric spaces are

systematically reviewed in refs. [8,91. We list below just those

results which have been useful for the derivation of our

conclusions. Let us denote by Q the generators of G whose Lie

algebra is given by

(3)

where f . are the structure constants of G. For compact groups,

due to a theorem by Cartan, one can always write that

f being a real constant.

(1)

The matrices D (g) of the adjoint representation are
3.

defined by
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(5)

and the Killing vectors of G can be written as

Via(y) = (6)

Slere, y denotes the coordinates of a given point in G/H and L

is the coset representative associated to y. The quantities

e 1(y) are the components of the one-form vielbein of the

space G/H,

We now quote some simple results on the geonretr'y of

coset spaces. The basic geometrical objects are two-forms:

torsion, Ta and curvature, R fa,

Kbe
e b
 rt e

C (7a)

.irid

R , = -z R , , e A e
b 2 bed

(7b)

with

a a , , . I
e - e . (y)dy (8)

According to the Cartan-Haurer equations, one can write

the torsion and curvature as:

, a a b _ a rn^. i
d e + iii . A e = T (ya)



and

where (U
a. is the one-form spin connection,

(9b)

b " <" b i ( y ) d y "
(10)

In the particular case of a group manifold, and this is

the one we shall consider here, an ansatz which allows for the

solution of equations (9a) and (9b) consists in setting

2 Kt be
b c

A e " (11]

It then follows that

(12a)

\ c d
(12b)

and

ab 4 Jab • (12c)

Finally, other expressions which we shall employ in the

course of our calculations involve the covariant derivatives of

the Killing vectors. It can be shown that

(13a)
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;i3bl

This concludes our short collection of results involving the

geometry of symmetric spaces.

With the previous results, we are ready to start

analyzing the one-loop corrected effective action of the gauge

invariant o-model and conclude for the existence of a mass-term

for the external gauge field. Using the background-field

method, one has to expand (1) in terms of the normal coordinates

[10) (; of the target space. The required expressions are:

114a)

V 1 - V 1 (c|)) + 7.V1 t,
a a ^ ] a ^

^ + 1[V V V 1

2 m n a

(14b)

and

: 14 c)

where
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I'* {<t>) in the Christoffel symbol of the internal space.
Jk

From (14), (15) and (16), it follows that the piece of

the action quadratic in the quantum fluctuation i, is given by:

ab
— 6
k2

(18)

imjn

hi * 2

V3KA
a b \i

a
A
M b

one computes the graphs depicted in figs. (1) and (2) and it can

be shown that the overall one-loop divergent contribution to the \

eEfective reads:

1 e'v V
1 V

2 m a n

where-

+ i e2g..V1 [7 V V
2 y i ] a m na L m n v b 3 " m d n ' b J

S 1[a;?],

3 ?ij
mrn,,i .a
? V a A

1 „ _mrn,,i , j

3 imjns s a y

V ,m a M

[16)

(17)

The cubic and quartic pieces in C" have been dropped out since

for the one-loop calculations we only need to keep the terms

quadratic in the quantum fluctuation.

Now carrying out the possible Wick contractions in the

action (16), and using the quantum propagator

(19)

E is the usual cut-off introduced by the dimensional regularization

scheme in the comoutation of the momentum-space loop integrals.

One-loop taiipole

V

Hg.2

One-Loop 1-PI graph contributing
an infinity to the effective action.
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The above equation holds for a general symmetric space

G/H. However, restricting the target space manifold to be a

group manifold, and making use of the relations (12) and (13),

one can readily show that the contribution (19) to the effective

action becomes simply:

_1_
2n c

ab li
120)

The first term in (20) is the celebrated metric tensor B-function

for the non-linear o-model first computed by Friedan [2]. The

interesting result of this calculation is that in order to cancel

out the infinities of the theory, one has also to add a mass term

J_ 2
 a ,u b

2 m ab y A

to the original action. Here, the mass matrix is given by

(21)

ab
(22)

So, as already announced, the external 2-dimensional gauge fields

acquire a dynamical mass through their coupling to the non-iinear

o-model whose target space is a group manifold. Furthermore, it

2
is important to notice that for group manifolds m . is constant

and can indeed be identified with a mass matrix.

We wish now to present and discuss the supersynimetrizati

of the gauge invariant two-dimensional non-linear o-model and

the issue of the gauge field mass generation previously presented

for the bosonic case. Unlike the four dimensional case, the

coupling of the two-dimensional o-model to gauge fields in super

-9- ;

space is accomplished without the introduction of a K&hlerian

potential; all one has to da is to replace ordinary space-time

derivatives and gauge potentials by their respective superspace

counterparts. In so doing, the superspace action for the

gauge-invariant sypersymmetrie o-inodels reads:

s = - j )d2xd Je 9 l j ( * )

. [Da>c + e v ^ f t j r ^ ] , (23)

where f is the prepotential for the two-dimensional Yang-Mills

theories. The index a, as previously, labels the adjoint

representation of the gauge group. V l a(*) is the killing vector

field, whose algebra generates the isometry group of the target

space.

The real scalar superfields <t1 are defined by means of

their projections as:

and

e = o

D •!>
a

— y

(24a)

(24b)

6 = 0

i
' = F

0 = o:

As for the gauge superfield rc

i24c)

i ts components are given by:
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= X

= 0

D(Bra)a

D r
a

= A
(aB)a

= 0

= M

(25a)

(25b)

<25c)

and

DnD
8 a

,0a = X (25d)

= 0

This sypermultiplet describes a physical scalar, the gauge field

and a physical spinor. x° a and Ha are pure gauge degrees of

freedomtll]. By using the above projections, one can indeed

show that the supersymmetrxc action (23) exactly reproduces the

action (1) of the bosonic case and generates, of course, the

fermionic pieces which describe the interaction of the fermions

to the scalars and gauge fields; upon elimination of the

auxiliary fields, F1, the fermion quartic coupling through the

curvature of the target manifold appears.

To study the quantum properties of the model to the

one-loop approximation, a background-quantum splitting is again

the most appropriate method to be adopted. We can just follow

the same results for the background-quantum splitted action by

simply replacing space-time with supersyminetry covariant

derivatives.

As in the bosonic case, we have in mind to analyze the

one-loop diagrams with gauge superfields sitting on the two

-11-

external legs iike In the graphs shown in fig, 1 and 2, The

tadpole graph of fig. 1 gives the same answer as the correspondin

one for £he purely bosonic case. For a group manifold, the

coefficient arising from the background dependence of such a

graph can be shown to be constant and positive definite.

Considering now the graphs of the type shown in fig. 2,

power-counting gives that the divergent contributions come out

only when the covariant derivatives D act as vertex factors
a

inside the loop. This observation reduces the number of

divergent graphs exhibiting the topology of fig. 2. One gets

indeed only two contributions which read:

!2(V,V. )(VJV
i ja

Vb) (26)

and

For group manifolds, it is interesting to notice that, by using

well-known properties of the group structure constants, the two

divergent contributions (26) and (27) cancel against each other.

Tliis is not a trivial fact and has a remarkable consequence: the f

result coining from the supergraph of fig. 1 behaves as a genuine

inass term in the case of a group manifold as long as the gauge

superfield is treated as a non-quantized external background.

Summarizing, we have shown that both the bosonic and the

supersymmetric two-dimensional non-linear o-models coupled to

external gauge fields associated to the gauging of the isometry
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group o£ the target space manifold exhibit a dynamical mass

generation for the gauge fields whenever the target space is

chosen to be a group manifold.
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